Unit 3 Pretest: Improving Vocabulary Skills
Review for Chapters 16 and 17

31. proponent  a) foe  b) supporter  c) examiner  d) one part of the whole
32. charisma  a) friendship  b) kindness  c) obedience  d) charm
33. quest  a) search  b) request  c) place  d) memory
34. contend  a) join  b) claim  c) arouse  d) allow
35. conversely  a) rudely  b) uncooperative  c) in an opposite manner  d) unfrie
36. contemporary  a) modern  b) odd  c) old-fashioned  d) futuristic
37. extrovert  a) shy person  b) magnetism  c) main point  d) outgoing person
38. prevalent  a) famous  b) widespread  c) escapable  d) plain
39. poignant  a) annoying  b) beautiful  c) careless  d) touching
40. traumatic  a) causing painful emotions  b) reversed  c) delicate  d) harmful
41. rapport  a) support  b) close relationship  c) view  d) report
42. reprisal  a) getting even  b) defeat  c) question  d) search
43. flippant  a) cold  b) formal  c) disrespectful  d) nervous
44. perception  a) meeting  b) party  c) dead end  d) impression
45. relentless  a) angry  b) persistent  c) cruel  d) kind
46. congenial  a) pleasant  b) intelligent  c) mixed-up  d) lacking
47. prone  a) disliked  b) tending  c) active  d) rested
48. rationale  a) research paper  b) debate  c) logical basis  d) mood
49. impasse  a) exit  b) central point  c) gate  d) dead end
50. prompt  a) urge  b) avoid  c) waste  d) lie